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IN THE COURT OF THE SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M), 

AT GOHPUR, SONITPUR 

           P.R.C. – 292/2018 
              U/S.: 341/323/294/506 of I.P.C. 
 
 

       S T A T E 

      -Versus- 

   Sri Lakhi Nath……..accused person 

 

Present: Smt. Pooja Sinha, AJS,  

Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M) 

  Gohpur 
 

Advocate appearing for the State  :  Smt. Barnali Chetia 

Advocate appearing for the Accused      :  Sri Pranjal Baruah 

Dates of recording evidence   :  24.01.2019, 13.02.2019,  

        & 19.03.2019 

Date of hearing argument    :  23.04.2019 

Date of delivering Judgment    :  02.05.2019 

 

    JUDGMENT 

1. The case of the prosecution in brief is that, on 07.05.18 one 

Lakhiram Nath tried to strangulate his wife Chandra Nath at their house 

at Okhurakhat, Gohpur at beat her up, as a result her hand got fractured. 

That, subsequently on 13.05.18, 14.05.18 and 15.05.18 he using obscene 

language abused her and threatened all the neighbors not to come and 

help her.That, since 23.01.17 Lakhi Nath has been physically, mentally 

and financially inflicting torture upon her. That, Chandra Nath is a cancer 

patient and unfortunately their only son on 18.08.17 died in an accident 

and since then Lakhi Nath has been inflicting torture upon her. That, 

subsequently on 13.05.18, 14.05.18 and 15.05.18 he using obscene 

language abused her and threatened all the neighbors not to come and 

help her. 
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2. In this regard, Smti. Chandra Nath filed an ejahar on 19.05.2018, the 

Officer-in-Charge, Gohpur Police Station registered a case as Gohpur P.S. 

Case No. 131/18 under section 325/294/506 of I.P.C. The police 

conducted investigation and thereafter submitted charge-sheet against 

the accused person Sri Lakhi Nath for trial under sections 

341/323/294/506 of I.P.C 

3. In due course, the accused person entered appearance. He was furnished 

with the copies as required under section 207 Cr.P.C. The particulars of 

the offenses U/S 341/323/294/506 of I.P.C against the accused person 

was read over and explained to him, to which he pleaded not guilty and 

claimed to be tried. 

4. In support of the case, the prosecution examined six (6) witnesses. 

Statement U/S 313 of Cr.P.C. of the accused person is recorded. Defence 

plea was of total denial. Defence opted not to adduce evidence. 

 

5. Point for determination  :  

I. Whether the accused person on 07.05.2018 at about 9 

a.m. at his house, wrongfully restrained his wife Smti. 

Chandra Nath and thereby committed an offence 

punishable U/S 341 of I.P.C?  subsequently, 

II. Whether the accused person on same date, time and place 

voluntarily caused hurt to Smti. Chandra Nath and thereby 

committed an offence punishable U/S 323 of I.P.C? 

III. Whether the accused person on 13.05.2018, 14.05.2018 

and 15.05.2018 during night hours used obscene language 

against Smti. Chandra Nath in a public place which caused 

her annoyance and thereby committed an offence 

punishable U/S 294 of I.P.C.? and subsequently, 

IV. Whether the accused person on same date and place 

criminally intimidated by threatening Smti. Chandra Nath 

and neighbors with injury to person with intent to cause 

alarm not to do so and thereby committed an offence 

punishable U/S 506(I) of I.P.C.? 
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6. Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof: - I have heard the 

learned Counsel appearing for the State. Also heard the learned Counsel 

appearing for the accused person. Upon hearing the learned Counsel for 

the parties and on perusal of the records, I am of the considered opinion 

to hold the following :- 

7. Point of Determination No. I, II, III & IV: All the points are taken 

up together for discussion in order to maintain the flow and 

appreciation of evidence. 

8. P.W.1- Smti. Chandra Nath, she is the informant cum victim of 

the instant case. She in her examination-in-chief deposed that 

she filed the case against her husband. That, on 07.05.2018 at 9 a.m. at 

their house her husband pressurized her to divorce and verbally abused 

her with obscene language and using curse words. That, she was beaten 

up, as a result her left hand was fractured. That, she is a cancer patient. 

That, on the same day at 10.30 a.m, she called up her driver Dipak Nath 

to bring some medicines. Subsequently, on 10.05.2018, she went to Dr. 

Abani Roy and after X-Ray her fractured was confirmed. That, on 

13.05.2018, 14.05.2018 and 15.05.2018 accused verbally abused her 

which caused her mental disturbance. That, accused abused her for going 

her treatment with Dipak Nath. That, her husband used to mistreat her 

since 2015. That, she informed VDP Secretary, Gaonburah about the 

matter on 15.05.2018 during night hours. Subsequently, on 18.05.2018 

she filed a case at the police station which was register on 19.05.2018. 

She exhibited the ejahar as Ext.1 and identified her signature thereon. 

9. During her cross-examination she deposed that though they shared 

the same household but they have separated their kitchen. That, 

Subhadra Saikia, Satya Borik and Gaonburah Ramesh Ch. Nath are their 

neighbors. That, when the incident occurred no one was present inside 

their house. That, Suramaya Nath prepares food for her and on the said 

day she came a little late to their house. That, police did not inquired her 

about the matter. That, Suramaya Nath, Pratima Nath sister-in-law were 
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present when Dipak Nath came to her house. Denied that accused person 

did not beat her up and due to fall in the verandah her hand was 

fractured. Denied that her husband take care of her during her cancer 

treatment. Denied that she has deposed falsely. 

10. P.W.2- Sri Dipak Nath, he in his examination-in-chief deposed 

that he is acquainted with both the sides. That, Chandra Nath is his aunt. 

That, he works as a driver under her. That, in month of May, 2018 on a 

certain day at about 10.30 a.m. Chandra Nath called him over phone 

stating that her hand was injured. That, he went to her house and 

Chandra Nath informed him that Lakhi Nath beat her up and as a result 

her hand got fractured. That, he brought tablet and crepe bandage from 

the shop. That, after 2 to 3 days when the pain did not subside, she went 

to Dr. Abani Roy and after X-Ray it is confirmed that her hand got 

fractured. Later, treatment was done at Mission hospital. He did not 

accompanied Chandra Nath when she filed the case. 

11. During his cross-examination he deposed that police inquired him 

at the house of Chandra Nath. That, he has been working under Chandra 

Nath as a driver since 2014. That, from then itself he has seen them 

quarreling. 

12. P.W.3- Smti. Suramaya Nath, she in her examination-in-chief 

deposed that she is acquainted with both the sides. That, about a year 

back in between 10 to 10.30 a.m, incident occurred inside the house of 

Chandra Nath and Lakhi Nath. That, she heard Lakhi Nath creating 

nuisance as he was verbally abusing his wife. That, Lakhi Nath often 

creates disturbances of this manner. That, on the said day he threatened 

them to cut into pieces and therefore after Lakhi Nath came out of his 

house, she approached to their house and saw that Chandra Nath was 

crying and was lying on the ground. That, she was unable to move her 

hand. That, Chandra Nath is a cancer patients and P.W.3 regularly goes 

to their house to prepare meal for her. That, she went along with Pratima 

Nath who is the sister-in-law and Junti Borik (Sister of Chandra Nath). 

That, they helped her to rise from the ground and after that driver Dipak 

Nath procured medicines for her. That, Chandra Nath informed them that 
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accused tried to strangulate her and twisted her hand, as a result her 

hand got fractured. That, accused often verbally abused P.W.3 as she 

takes care of Chandra Nath. 

13. During her cross-examination she deposed that for the last 2 to 3 

years she has been preparing meal for Chandra Nath. That, on the day of 

incident hearing accused abusing Chandra Nath she did not go at her 

regular time to prepare meal. That, the house of Lakhi Nath is situated in 

the middle of a paddy field. That, her house is situated near their house. 

That, Subhadra Saikia, Gaonburah Umesh and Junti Borik are the 

neighbors of Lakhi Nath. Denied that it was Chandra Nath and herself 

who beat up Lakhi Nath and therefore, they have penalized before the 

society. That, police did not inquired her about the matter. Denied that 

she has deposed falsely about the incident that she along with other 

three helping Chandra Nath to rise from the ground on the day of 

incident. Denied that she did not accompanied Chandra Nath for 

treatment. That, Chandra Nath and Lakhi Nath have separate kitchen 

under the same roof. Denied that she has deposed falsely before the 

court. 

14. P.W.4- Smti. Pratima Nath, she in her examination-in-chief 

deposed that Chandra Nath is her sister-in-law and accused is the 

husband of victim. She also related uncle to P.W.4. That, incident took 

place few months back when Chandra Nath and accused were quarreling 

in their house. That, accused used to mistreat Chandra Nath as she was a 

cancer patient. That, on the date of incident in between 10 after creating 

nuisance, Lakhi Nath went out of their house and then P.W.4 approached 

their house along with Junti and Suramaya and found that Chandra Nath 

was injured on her hand. That, they never go to the house of Lakhi Nath 

due to fear of verbally abused by the accused as he uses obscene 

language whenever they visit them. Later, Dipak Nath brought medicines 

from the store. Chandra Nath informed that Lakhi Nath beat her up and 

her hand was fractured. That, Lakhi Nath quite often abused children. 

15. During her cross-examination she deposed that she did not 

remember the date of incident. That, she stays nearby to the house of 
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Chandra Nath. That, when the incident occurred she was at her house. 

That, after hearing loud screams she along with few other gathered 

outside the house of Lakhi Nath. That, police inquired her. That, Chandra 

Nath went for medical treatment along with Dipak Nath and Suramaya 

Nath. That, she has knowledge about Chandra Nath being penalized for 

wrong doing before the society. However, for what cause or went was 

done is not known to her. Denied that as Chandra Nath beat up her 

husband hence she was penalized for wrong doing. Denied that she has 

deposed falsely in favour of Chandra Nath. 

16. P.W.5- Smti. Jinti Nath Borik, she in her examination-in-chief 

deposed that informant Chandra Nath is her cousin’s daughter and 

accused person is the husband of Chandra Nath. That, accused Lakhi 

Nath quite offend inflicts torture upon Chandra Nath. That, in the month 

of may last year in between 10 to 10.30 a.m. she heard a commotion at 

the house of Lakhi Nath. That, when Lakhi Nath stage at home they 

usually don't go to their house and he uses curse words. That, on the said 

day when Lakhi Nath came out of his house she went to their house and 

saw that Chandra Nath was screaming by putting her hand up. Lakhi Nath 

stated that Lakhi Nath beat her up and she sustained injury on her hand. 

That, she helped her to get up and through the driver medicines were 

brought. That Chandra Nath is a cancer patient and while she goes for 

her Chemotherapy. She takes rest at her house. That, accused never 

helped his wife as such P.W.5 had to help Chandra Nath. Finding no way 

out Chandra had to file the case due to the cruelty inflicted upon her by 

the accused. 

17. During her cross-examination she deposed that she did not go to 

the school on the day of incident. That, she is the next door neighbor and 

they share the common boundary with the accused person. That, 

Subhadra and gaonbura’s residents are situated near the place of 

occurrence. Police inquired her that people gathered at the roadway 

when the incident occurred. Since, Lakhi Nath is rude and bad mouthed 

person hence no body entered their house. Denied that she has not 

deposed before police as she stated in her evidence in chief. She did not 
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see accused beating up the victim. Denied that no incident took place as 

stated by her.  

18. P.W.6- Sri Chittaranjan Paul, he in his examination-in-chief 

deposed that on 26.05.18 he was posted at Ghahigaon P.S as an A.S.I. 

That, on receipt of ejahar filed by Smti. Chandra Nath, O/C Alimuddin 

Ahmed registered a case and the case was endorsed to him for 

investigation. That, on the same day he proceeded towards the place of 

occurrence and recorded statement of the informant and witnesses at the 

place of occurrence. That, he recorded statement of Lakhiram Nath at the 

police station. That, he prepared the sketch map. That, he collected 

medical report of the victim. That, after preliminary investigation he found 

sufficient materials against the accused person and submitted the case 

diary to I/C Alimuddin Ahmed and on the basis of investigation I/C 

Alimuddin Ahmed submitted charge sheet U/S 341/323/294/506 of I.P.C. 

against the accused Sri Lakhiram Nath. He exhibited the sketch map as 

Ext.2 and identified his signature thereon. He exhibited the charge-sheet 

as Ext.3 and identified the signature of S.I. Alimuddin Ahmed thereon. 

19. During his cross-examination he deposed that P.W.1 Chandra Nath 

did not state before him that her husband did not asked her to give 

divorce. P.W.2 Dipak Nath did not state before him that has not collected 

the medical report from Catholic hospital and Mission. P.W.3 Suramaya 

Nath did not state before him that she seen Chandra Nath was crying and 

lying on the ground. Denied that he has not investigated the instant case 

in accordance with law and submitted false charge-sheet against the 

accused person. 

20. In the light of the above testimonies and on perusal of the 

materials on record, the following facts are observed: 

I. That, the date, time with (minor inconsistency) and place of 

incident of 07.05.2018 is corroborated by the P.Ws.  

II. The allegation against the accused for the incident of 

17.05.2018 is that accused after verbally abusing the 

Informant cum victim Chandra Nath, who is his wife, tried to 
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strangulate her and beat her up. Her hand got fractured as a 

result of the assault. That, place of occurrence is their house. 

III. Now, apart from the victim herself, there is no eyewitness 

who has seen the accused beating up the victim. However, 

the P.W.3, P.W.4 and P.W.5 have substantially described the 

circumstances under which the incident took place. As they 

are the neighbours and relatives, they heard hue and cry, 

they heard Lakhi Nath verbally abusing his wife. It reveals 

from the testimonies that, the said witnesses did not dare to 

enter the house of accused, as he is well known as a rude 

man, who is verbally abusive towards anyone who 

approaches his house, not sparing children also. So, the said 

witnesses, after seeing Lakhi Nath leave his house on the 

date of incident, they went inside the house and found the 

victim crying and she was lying on the ground with her hand 

raised. The victim stated that, accused beat her up and her 

hand was badly hurt. 

IV. Subsequently, the driver P.W.2 comes in after receiving a call 

with over the counter medicines. That, the fact that she is a 

cancer patient is stated by all the P.Ws. Hence, after 2-3 days 

she visited the doctor and fracture of hand was found after X-

RAY. However, no X-RAY or medical report is found exhibited 

to show that she was examined by Dr. Abani Roy.  

V. The fact that, both victim and accused are not maintaining 

cordial relationship, despite staying in the same house is 

revealed from the fact that they have separate kitchens in 

their house.  

VI. Another observation is that when victim is injured and she 

was lying on the ground if the accused was innocent, on 

humanitarian ground, he could have helped her raise and 

could have taken for treatment. But, circumstances which are 

substantially proved shows he came out of the house leaving 

the victim behind crying in pain due to the injury. Moreover, 
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defense only made a plain denial of the allegations. The 

defense during cross-examination to P.Ws put questions like 

victim was made to apologise publicly for wrong doing 

towards him and hence, out of vengeance she has filed a false 

case. But, the same is not done. Nor, did the defense could 

show that on the date of incident of 07.05.2018, it was victim 

who started the dispute by forwarding cogent evidence 

despite of given opportunity. Hence, held it was voluntary act 

of the accused person which led to the offence. 

VII. The defense during argument raised the question of delay in 

filing of the case to be of 10 days. However, considering the 

fact that victim is a cancer patient, who stays with the 

accused and no other person to look after, the ejahar which 

explains the circumstances after the incident and her 

testimony, it is held that the delay of filing is justifiable and 

does not point towards any concoction of facts or materials. 

VIII. Therefore, considering all the above it is found that 

prosecution have forwarded cogent and credible evidence 

who supported the circumstances put forward by the victim 

and therefore, on the basis of the sole testimony of the 

victim, it is held that accused have restrained the victim and 

beat her, as a result she sustained hurt in her hand, though 

degree of hurt that her hand was fractured stands not 

proved. Accordingly, offence U/S 341/323 of I.P.C. stands 

proved. 

IX. However, the points requiring proof to prove the offences of 

13.05.2018,14.05.2018 and 15.05.2018 are not present in the 

instant case as use of obscene language, threatening and no 

time of such acts have been proved. Hence, offence U/S 

294/506(I) of I.P.C stands not proved against accused. 

21. Considering the above, I hold that prosecution has succeeded to prove 

the guilt of the accused person beyond all reasonable doubt that on 

07.05.2018 at about 9 a.m. at his house, wrongfully restrained 
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his wife Smti. Chandra Nath and voluntarily caused hurt to Smti. 

Chandra Nath and thereby committed an offences punishable 

U/S 341/323 of I.P.C. 

22. The accused Sri Lakhi Nath is hereby held guilty and convicted 

U/S 341/323 of I.P.C. 

23. Heard the accused on point of sentence and considering the facts 

and circumstances of the case that he has committed offence 

towards his wife, benefit of P.O. Act is not forwarded to the 

convicted person. 

24. Considering the age of the accused who is in his 50’s , the nature 

of offence, no previous conviction proved by prosecution, that 

there is scope of future reconciliation of differences amongst 

them the quantum of sentence is decided.  

25. Accordingly, Sri Lakhi Nath is sentenced to pay fine of Rs. 500/- 

U/S 341 of I.P.C, i.d. Simple Imprisonment of 15 days and pay 

fine of Rs. 1000/- U/S 323 of I.P.C, i.d. Simple Imprisonment of 

30 days. 

26. Bail bonds furnished are hereby extended for a period of 6 (six) months. 

27. Furnish a free copy of the judgment to the convicted person. 

28. Fine amount so collected will be forwarded to the victim.  

29. The case is disposed of on contest. 

 

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this the  

 02nd day of May, 2019 at Gohpur. 

    
 
 

    ( Pooja Sinha  ) 
                Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M) 

       Gohpur 
 
 
Dictated and corrected by me 
  
 

  ( Pooja Sinha  ) 
Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M) 

      Gohpur 
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APPENDIX 
 
 
Prosecution Witness- 
 
P.W.1- Smti. Chandra Nath 

P.W.2- Sri Dipak Nath 

P.W.3- Smti. Suramaya Nath 

P.W.4- Smti. Pratima Nath 

P.W.5- Smti. Jinti Nath Borik 

P.W.6- Sri Chittaranjan Paul 

 

Defence Witness- 
 
Nil 

 

Prosecution Side Exhibits- 
 
Ext.1- Ejahar 

Ext.2- Sketch map 

Ext.3- Charge-sheet 

 
Defence Side Exhibits- 
 
Nil 

 
  ( Pooja Sinha  ) 

                                                         Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M) 
     Gohpur 


